
 

Get-NCInactiveUsers Windows PowerShell cmdlet is used for getting all inactive users accounts. Usage: Get-
NCInactiveUsers (Alias: New-NCInactiveUsers, Import-NCInactiveUsers) [Alias:] Parameters: days (Int32)
Specifies the number of days since the user last logged on for which a user is considered inactive. Required?
[false] InactiveUsersStatus (Switch) Indicates whether the command operation is succeeded or failed. By default,
this parameter is $false, which indicates that the operation was successful. Optional domain (String) Specifies the
domain where the computer accounts reside. Required? [false] LogonType (Alias: LogonType) Specifies the
logon type for which the users are considered inactive. By default, this parameter is $null, which indicates that the
command operation is considered successful. Optional maxDiffDays (String) Specifies the maximum number of
days that a user account is considered inactive before it is considered active again. By default, this parameter is
$null, which indicates that the command operation is considered successful. Optional value1 (String) Specifies the
value1 for which the users are considered inactive. Required? [false] value2 (String) Specifies the value2 for
which the users are considered inactive. Required? [false] value3 (String) Specifies the value3 for which the users
are considered inactive. Required? [false] value4 (String) Specifies the value4 for which the users are considered
inactive. Required? [false] value5 (String) Specifies the value5 for which the users are considered inactive.
Required? [false] value6 (String) Specifies the value6 for which the users are considered inactive. Required?
[false] value7 (String) Specifies the value7 for which the users are considered inactive. Required? [false] value8
(String) Specifies the value8 for which the users are considered inactive. Required? [false] value9 (String)
Specifies the value9 for which the users are considered inactive. Required? [false] value10 (String) Specifies the
value10 for which the users are considered inactive. Required? [false] value11 (String) Specifies the value11 for
which the users are considered inactive. Required? 70238732e0
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1) Very friendly to use (and to share your screen) : 2) The collection includes a wide variety of icons : 3) Not only
Windows, Mac and Linux are supported. 4) Just CLICK and DRAG the icon of your choice to your desired
location. It will be instantly replaced by the actual icons. All icon are designed in high resolution (1024x768 pixel
and higher) High resolution icons are available for Windows, Mac and Linux. A big thanks to our support team!
This collection and all are available on Download.com The product provides the following major features: * A
library of icons for Windows, Mac and Linux. * Each icon has a high resolution (1024x768 pixel and higher). *
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Fully compatible with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. * Each icon is organized in a unique and practical way. * The
product has a very friendly user interface. * Icon collection is auto-updated by the web application, thus enabling
users to be up-to-date with all major updates. * You can share your screen with all icons and all screens in a single
window. *Please note that this support is only a guide for learning purposes. We are unable to answer any
technical support issues on the forums.A high performance, single-purpose, portable DNA sequencer has been
developed for the detection of low level mycobacterial contamination in human clinical specimens. The system is
based on the principle of fluorescence polarization immunoassay (FPIA), which exploits the natural physical
phenomenon of antigen-antibody immunoassay for the quantification of a target analyte. The target analyte is
DNA and its quantification is achieved by two steps: capture of the target analyte on the surface of a
microchannel chip containing immobilized specific DNA capture probe sequences and detection of the captured
target DNA by a pair of fluorescein-labeled DNA probes specific for the target analyte. During the capture step,
the fluorescence polarization signal is measured. If the target is present in the sample, the bound fluorescein-
labeled DNA probes can then hybridize to their complementary DNA sequence. This will cause a decrease in the
signal due to the fluorescence anisotropy quenching effect. Detection of the bound fluorescein-label
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